From Me To You
Hey, lovely
I’m so happy and excited that you’re here. We are going to have a lot
of fun and make some amazing strides together in your health &
mindset during this Fit & Fierce Challenge.
You are already strong (mentally & physically), gorgeous, lovely, smart,
and all-around awesome. My heart for you during this challenge is to
embrace all of the above and more.
So, together, let’s embrace my favorite life motto:
#ProgressNotPerfection
Let’s focus on growth, not perfection. Let’s focus on challenging
yourself, not on impractical & unattainable expectations. Let’s focus on
loving yourself even more during this challenge and beyond. Let’s
focus on loving each other and spurring each other on. It’s so powerful.
Sound good?!
You’re going to be feeling great, confident, strong, healthy, and in
control with this great plan & community in place! You deserve to feel
all of the above 
Talk soon!

A Little Legal Jargon
LEGAL DISCLAIMER: The nutrition, health, and/or lifestyle ideas, or

suggestions, presented in the challenge or any documents are for
informational purposes only (this includes, but is not limited to, all
pdf’s, info on live or recorded webinars, videos, email communication,
any social media content).
The information presented is in no way intended as medical advice or
to serve as a substitute for medical counseling. The information should
be used in conjunction with the guidance and care of your physician.
You must consult your physician before beginning this program as
you would with any exercise and/or nutrition program.
If you choose not to obtain the consent of your physician and/or work
with your physician, you are agreeing to accept full responsibility for
your actions. By utilizing the exercise and/or nutrition strategies and
suggestions contained herein, you recognize that despite all
precautions on the part of Fit Body Kitchen and Dustin and Leslie
Boswell (as well as any other associated parties) there are risks of injury
or illness that can occur.
You assume all risks and waive, relinquish, and release any claim to
which you may have against Fit Body Kitchen and Dustin and Leslie
Boswell (as well as any other associated parties) in the event of any
physical injury or illness incurred in connection with, or as a result of,
the use or misuse of the information distributed in print, recording,
including social media, emails, documents, videos, etc…
The electronic receipt of this pre-challenge guide via signifies your
personal consent.

OKAY, now that we are done with all that…
Read on for everything you need to know
P.S...The web links in this pdf do NOT work on
most mobile devices.
To access the web links in this pdf you'll need
to use a desktop or laptop. I'm not sure why
they haven't figured out a way for them to
work on mobile yet

Your Pre-Challenge
Homework
You'll need to complete the 5 STEPS below
by 11:59 pm on Friday, September 21st
*IMPORTANT*
All 5 steps are required so that we can get you the
proper sample meal plan/macros/portions, & so you’re
eligible for PRIZES
1. Get your full body measurements completed- (Follow the
exact instructions in the section below)
2. Take your pre-challenge weight- (Follow the
exact instructions in the section below)
3. Take & email your full body BIKINI “before” pics to Leslieinfo@fitbodykitchen.com (Follow the exact instructions in
the section below)
4. Download the My Fitness Pal App & start tracking your
food intake just so we can get your best starting point
(Follow the instructions in the section below)
5. Complete your Fit & Fierce Wellness Survey (With the info
from #1, #2, & #4 above)
Click here to access the wellness survey. This automatically
sends to me once you complete it!
It has spots for you to enter your full body measurements &
BEFORE weigh-in that you’ll complete at home (or in the
studio)
If the studio does your before & after measurements/photos/weigh-in
you do NOT have to send me these items...
The studio will take care of that for you. HOWEVER, please get these
numbers & photos from the studio for your own personal records.

How To: Measure, Weigh-In,
& Take Before Pics
Option #1- Get your full body measurements + before & after
photos + weigh-in done at your local studio.
There are only a limited number of spots, so make sure to chat
with the front desk beauty at your personal studio ASAP.
Option #2- Get your full body measurements + before & after
photos + weigh-in done by someone you love & trust
Think…friend, spouse, fellow challenger, significant other etc…

How To Measure
1. Have the same person measure you for both sets of
“before” & “after” measurements
2. Use the same measuring tape before & after.
3. Get measured in your bikini or sports bra & undies for
accuracy & prize eligibility.
4. Measure at the same time of day for both your “before” &
“after” measurements. [I would recommend in the
morning upon waking & post-restroom so you can keep as
many variables constant]
5. Write these measurements down. You’ll submit these in
your online wellness profile for my records. If you get instudio measuring done make sure you personally record
them too for your records.

Arms- Place each arm in a goal post position & place measuring
tape directly in the middle of arm for circumference
measurement (i.e. center of arm between edge of shoulder &
elbow)
Note: Relax those guns!
Chest- Place tape directly over the "girls" on the nipples and go
evenly around the circumference of the chest.
Note: Place arms gently at your sides to gather the chest
measurement. Most people tend to keep their arms out to the
side but this makes their measurements bigger because their
lats are spread.
This measures chest and back “excess” Please wear a sports
bra or your bikini to get the most accurate measurement.
Abs- Place measuring tape directly over the belly button and go
evenly around the circumference of the body.
Note: Use a mirror for extra accuracy to make sure that the
tape goes evenly around the “abs”.
Bar Booty- Zip both legs together (just like in Bar class!) and
place tape evenly in the middle of the booty...this will be the
"poochiest" part of the booty Go evenly around for the
circumference.
Hips- Zip both legs together (just like in Bar class!) and place
tape at the belly button and measuring 9 inches down you'll
then measure the circumference around hips at the 9 inch
mark.
Note: Help the wonderful person who is measuring you by
holding their place at the 9 inch mark on your leg with your
finger.

Quads- Place measuring tape at the top of the hip bone (on
front of body) and measure down 8 inches.
In most people this will get you to the “poochiest” part of the
thigh. Measure evenly around the circumference of the quad at
the 8 inch mark.
Note: Stand up straight with your weight evenly distributed. Do
not point or flex your leg…just relaxed.
If you measure down 8 inches from the top of your hip bone (on
front of body) and it’s not quite to the widest part of your thigh…
Don’t worry…just measure 9 inches or 8.5 inches to get you to
the “poochiest” part, and then remember that number for your
after measurements!
This “poochiest” part is what most of us ladies think of as our
inner thigh
Calves- Place measuring tape at the widest part of the calf and
measure the circumference.

THAT'S IT FOR MEASURING!
Now, write these measurements down so you can
add them to your online survey, or if a studio babe
is doing them for you write them down anyway for
your personal records.
NEXT...Let's weigh-in with a healthy mindset

How To Weigh-In With a
Healthy Mindset
Your body composition is what truly matters (muscle vs fat
ratio) in your personal health & wellness journey, not how much
you weigh.
Even though what I just said above is 100% true...I still have
each of you Bar babes weigh-in so it can be just another layer of
measurable progress.
However, when we weigh-in we want to do with a healthy
mindset.
I want you to focus on how you feel, how strong you are, how
things are fitting, & how you look…Not what you weigh.
And to illustrate this point, check out the pic below of multiple
women that all weigh 150 lbs!

And what about this beauty in the pic below?!
This is, seriously, one of my favorite photos of all time to
illustrate that you are never a number on a scale…
She lost 6 dress sizes but “only” 2 lbs in her journey, but
look at the amazing difference in her beautiful bod!
How many times have you heard someone (or maybe you're
guilty of it too) say, "I only lost 2 pounds!"?
From this point on...I want you to banish that phrase from
your vocabulary.
Instead, let's focus on what you've gained: confidence,
muscle, knowledge, healthy mind & self-talk, etc...

1. During the challenge, I am begging you with a "pretty
please" that you ONLY weigh-in one time @ the beginning of
the challenge & one time @ the end of the challenge.
There are multiple factors that can affect your weight, and they
are not necessarily a true indicator of what’s really going on in
your body.
We want you to focus on all the ways your mind and body are
experiencing positive changes during this challenge…NOT
JUST THE NUMBER ON THE SCALE
You are more than just that number!
Let me share an example…
Let’s say it was your birthday (yay!) and you had sushi last night.
You may have indulged a bit, but you didn’t go overboard. Then
let’s say you decide to weigh yourself the following morning,
and you gasp in horror because you are “up” 3 lbs from the day
before!!
You did NOT magically gain 3 lbs of fat overnight The reason for
that 3 lb increase is due to excess carbohydrate intake (carbs
carry water weight at the cellular level!!) and probably some
water retention due to excess sodium intake (think soy sauce &
other salty sauces).
Another example…
You’ve been hitting your Bar Method classes hard core and
following your nutrition plan like a #bossbabe!!

You decide to sneak an extra weigh-in two weeks into the
challenge instead of waiting until the end of the challenge.
You step on the scale, and you weigh in. Then you’re left feeling
“disappointed” in yourself because you’ve only lost 1 pound after
two weeks of hard work.
There are a couple of things that are left out of that equation…
a) You forgot to take into account that your muscles are
popping out, and you’re seeing definition in places
you haven’t seen it before!
This means you are losing fat and gaining muscle…which is
awesome!! The more muscle you have the higher your
metabolism…#winning!
The scale doesn’t talk to you and say, “Hey, beautiful, you lost 3 lbs
of fat but gained 2 lbs of muscle…thus it’s only a 1 lb difference on
the scale! So, don’t be discouraged…you’re doing great!”
I wish the scale did talk to us like that But since it doesn’t, all that
means is we must learn and practice how to keep it all in
perspective!
Remember, if you’re treating your body & mind well and doing
the right things for them (like the things you'll learn during the
challenge)…Your body will respond!
b) You’ve lost inches, your clothes are fitting better than ever
before, you are feeling great, you have extra energy you
haven’t had in forever, you’re feeling proud of yourself for
all the things you’ve accomplished physically & mentally,
and you’re sleeping like a baby!
These are only some of the great by-products of taking care of YOU…

But…they don’t reflect on the scale…All you see on the scale is one
number, and many times we can let that number dictate how we
feel about ourselves.
So...Don’t let the scale have that kind of power over you!
You’re going to be toning up in this challenge process which means
you’ll be burning some fat & building muscle!
That is definitely the goal because we want to be lean, fit, and
strong, right?!
I want you to practice the mental exercise of focusing on all of the
other positive things happening with your body & mind…Not just
the scale.
2. Ideally, you will weigh-in in the morning, upon waking, AFTER
you have used the restroom (before & after the challenge)
This helps with consistency! If you get on the scale for your “before”
weigh-in in the morning, after you’ve used the restroom and then
for your “after” you weigh-in at night after you’ve had dinner right
before you go to bed it won’t be an accurate reflection of your
weight.
You’ll have dinner and undigested food, excess liquids, etc… that
may skew your results
3. Use the same digital scale each time.
A digital scale is always ideal for accuracy!

How To Take Your
Before Bikini Pics
1. Wear the same bikini each time you take your beautiful
before & after pics :)
You can wear a regular bra & undies or sports bra & undies
if you don’t have a bikini.
I know sometimes the idea of taking photos in a bikini is not top
on our list…But it is a MUST for the challenge! It will really help
us see all the progress you make in every area of your body…Not
the covered up, spandex version when we are rockin’ our
leggings
I promise you that you will be so encouraged with these
before & after pics…AND…Don’t worry we won’t use any photos
without your permission. They are just between YOU & ME!
If you need a little more of a pep talk check out my thoughts in
our FAQ’s (scroll to the bottom of the page)
2. Find a blank wall in a very well lit room
Natural sunshine is the best, if possible!
3. Take 3 VERTICAL PHOTOS for your before & afters
Front + Side (pick 1 side) + Backside vertical
shots...Check out the example pics on the next page!

4. Keep the same posture in all photos.
Stand up straight, chest-lifted like you’re in class, & keep
your arms loosely at your sides & your legs slightly apart.
Plus, make sure I can always see the outline of your body
(for example on the side shot don’t let your arms wander
too far forward or backwards so that it covers up your
side).
5. Each photo should be a vertical full body shot…Including
your beautiful face
So, don’t chop your head off in any of the photos.
6. Use flash for each photo
This helps to eliminate any shadows that might hide any great
progress. We want to see it all!

See the example pics below:
P.S…Ignore the fact that there is a photo on the wall :) Do your best
to find a completely blank wall.

Download My Fitness Pal
& Start Tracking
1. Download the My Fitness Pal App on your iPhone or
Android device from your app store (the free version works
just fine!)
2. Start tracking your daily food intake right away in your
MFP app for the next 4-5 days (or longer...we just need at
least a few days worth to get a well-rounded idea of your
current intake)
That means everything you put in your beautiful bod goes
into the tracker!
This can be a real eye opener for some people, but more
importantly it's the best way for me to give you your best
personal starting point for your body & your goals in this
challenge with regards to your sample meal plan & macros/
portions.
It’s a great tool that we will utilize during the challenge…Start
to get comfy with it before the challenge begins, if you’re not
already using it. If you’re new to it just start practicing.
A little help via video if you need it…
INTRO to My Fitness Pal VIDEO
3. Take your daily food intake average & record it for me in
your wellness survey (ex: 1,765 calories for your daily
average)

Set Your Intentions
Before you go any further to complete your pre-challenge
homework (measurements, weigh-in, before bikini pics, &
online wellness profile)...
I want you to take a few minutes to set your personal
intentions for this challenge. Grab your journal and a pen.
I want you to write these 5 questions out by hand. They are
more real that way.
I want you to look at these intentions each week, or even daily.
Snap a pic to keep on your phone for on-the-go self-inspo
This Fit & Fierce Challenge is all about...
#ProgressNotPerfection...
...and loving yourself well, physically, mentally &
emotionally.
Ready. Set. GO.
Grab your journal & your fancy pen & answer the 5 questions
on the next page...

1. Write down 3 things that you love about “YOU” (not your
body). What makes you…you.
My example: I love my laugh, that I have a desire to encourage
others, & I think I’m a pretty freaking awesome wifey & friend.
2. Write down 3 things that you love about your body. What
it can do or accomplish. Or anything else you love about your
bod.
My example: I love my eyes, that I am healthy and can do just
about anything I want to & I’ve always loved my booty that my
momma gave me.
3. Write down 3 things that are precious to you that have
nothing to do with your health or bod. Taking care ourselves
physically & mentally is truly important, but a little focus on the
things that are precious to us gives us perspective in life to
keep us moving forward in all areas.
4. Write down 3 specific intentions for this challenge. How
do you want to feel at the end of the challenge? What do you
want your beautiful mind & body to look like? What can you do
better for yourself? Are there things you need to get rid of to
allow for a healthier you (inside & out)? You get the picture
My example: Even though I’m hosting this challenge…I’m
choosing to get stronger with all of you! I choose to take more
time for self-care. I choose to rock every single push-up on the
balls of my feet & work on going lower in my Bar moves.
5. Choose & write down your personal word for this
challenge. What word do you want to define you for this
challenge, or even through the end of the year? What word
symbolizes the season that you're in and what you need in this
moment? What word are you going to make a new effort each
day to strive for? (ex: strong, grace, acceptance, love, discipline...)

Mark Your Calendar
Monday, September 17th- Registration ENDS
Friday, September 21st- All before photos, measurements, weighin, & wellness survey due by 11:59 pm CST
Sunday, September 30th- Kick-Off Webinar @ 8:00 PM CST
Monday, October 1st- CHALLENGE OFFICIALLY BEGINS
Sunday, October 14th- Q&A Webinar @ 8:00 PM CST
Sunday, October 28th- CHALLENGE OFFICIALLY ENDS
Tuesday, October 30th- All after photos, measurements, weigh-in,
& wrap-up wellness profile due by 11:59 pm CST
Sunday, November 4th- How To Maintain Webinar + Prizes @
8:00 PM CST
We will be showing you how to maintain your results after the
challenge…Plus, we will celebrate all the wins
of the challenge & announce prizes

